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Beach Tells University Role
In Church Medical Program

"Loma Linda University is the pulsating heart of the church's
globe-encircling chain of compassion and health," said Walter R.
Beach on April 28 in a convocation designated as the April event
commemorating the sixtieth anniversary of the University's found
ing.
_
Mr. Beach is secretary of the
General Conference of Sev
enth-day Adventists and is a
member of the University's
Board of Trustees.
"At one time," he continued,"
a human being was treated as if
it were made of three separate
leak-proof compartments. The
body was the physician's cus
tody, the mind was under the
exclusive control of the educa
tor, while the soul was en
trusted to the ministry. Each
specialist was told, 'Now you
take care of your area." "
Mr. Beach told the audience
at the University Church that
Seventh-day Adventist pioneers
early discovered the scriptural
_ fact that man is physically,
__' mentally, and spiritually a
IN THE BASKETBALL, game
' functional unit. "This inte
grated program, we believe, is on Student Field Day the grad
articulated to the very heart of uate, dental and physical ther
apy students defeated the medi
the gospel," he said.
The speaker noted that 15,- cal students with a score of 79
000 messengers dedicated to to 56. See story and pictures on
the desire to "make man page 6. Photo by Robert
whole" have been sent by the Kreuzinger.
church to mission fields
throughout the world.
"Some 2,400 are in service Women's Auxiliary
today. Of these, about 150 are To Install Officers
physicians, 15 are dentists, and
246 are nurses and medical
The Woman's Auxiliary to
technologists. To date, 496 the Alumni Association, School
physicians have been sent from of Medicine, will install Mrs.
North America to foreign George Haas of Los Angeles to
fields. These 2,400 appointees the presidency at a luncheon
have been joined in their work Tuesday, May 11 at the Blue
by nearly 60,000 national work
Room of the Music Pavilion in
ers and medical personnel," he Los Angeles, according to Mrs.
stated.
LeRoy K. Thompson of DowHe pointed out that Seventh- ney, president.
_ day Adventist medical instituOther officers to be installed
' tions range from the small with Mrs. Haas to serve on the
jungle dispensary to the 400- board of directors during the
bed modern hospital. "These ensuing year are Mmes. Leland
medical facilities awake a spir
Loewen, president-elect, Ezra
it of inquiry in those they Richards, Robert Vannix, Har
serve. When the sick and af
old Bailey, William Kelpien, J.
flicted are relieved, they seek Dee Lansing, William Conrad,
to learn more.
Gordon Hadley, Richard Mit"In one populous area of the chell, and Robert Cossentine.
nation's capital," he revealed,
Those remaining on the board
"a survey showed that only serving in their second year
three inhabitants out of 100 term are Mmes. John Abbey,
were acquainted with the Merlin Woesner, Donald Moneighborhood Seventh-day Ad
shos, Robert Shearer, Ray
ventist church, while 63 knew Qualia and E. Warren Chriswell the Washington Sanitar- tensen.
To page 2, col. 3
To page 2, col. 1

)

WORKMEN AND EQUIPMENT have begun realignment of the

intersection of Central Avenue and Anderson Street in Loma Linda.
When the job is done Central will meet Anderson at a square angle
a few yards to thejnorth of the original intersection. The change,
eliminating the odd-angle intersection with its triangular traffic
island, is seen by county road planners as an improvement which
will make travel through the community business area safer and
more rapid. The area southwest of the intersection (foreground),
much enlarged by the change, will become a University parking lot.
-Photo by Ellis Rich.

R. R. Bietz, Drs. Beaven, Walther
Will Speak at Graduation Services

R. R. Bietz

Dr. Beaven

Dr. Walther

University to Note
Hospital Week

260 Attend Retreat
»At Pine Springs

National Hospital Week be
gins Sunday, and Loma Linda
University Hospital will observe
the event by offering a public
preview of facilities to be in
corporated in the new medical
center now under construction.
Tours of about 40 minutes will
be conducted Sunday only, con
tinually from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Some hospital services now
have in use equipment ordered
early for installation in the
new center. Two notable ex
amples, both included in the
tour itinerary for the public
this Sunday, are the cobalt-60
irradiator in use by the radiol
ogy service and elaborate
equipment used in the new car
diac diagnostic laboratory.
Tours of the new facilities
and of other hospital areas of
high public interest have been
arranged by hospital adminis
trative officials with University
Community Relations Officer
Dorothea A. Mathisen and
members of the Volunteer
Service League at the hospital.
The tours will begin in the
south patio, adjacent to the
hospital.
Students, employees, and
other friends of the hospital
who are not yet acquainted
with the advances in patient
service available with use of
the new facilities should be es
pecially interested in the tours,
says Mrs. Mathisen. Refresh
ments wil be served in the tour
assembly area by Pink Lady
hostesses, and Candystriper
girls will guide tour groups to
the various points of interest.
In each area on the itinerary
a specialist from the service
will explain its operation to the
visitors. In the cardiac lab
oratory, for instance, visitors
will:
see how a portable electro
cardiograph recorder the size
of a camera enables the phys
ician to scan in ten minutes a
patient's cardiac performance
through a ten-hour period of
normal activity at home or
work;
see and hear human heart
sounds on an oscilloscope-phonocardiograph unit;
see how 35-mm. movies and
closed-circuit television enable
diagnosticians to watch' a pa
tient's heart in action during
non-surgical procedures;
see how an FM radio trans
mitter small enough to fit in a
shirt pocket reveals to the
physician any irregularity in
the heartbeat of a patient in an
other room or another part of
the hospital.
Other points on the tour, in
addition to the cardiac and
radiologic therapy units, in
clude the physical medicine and
rehabilitation and the occupa
tional therapy services.

More than 260 members at
tended the University Church
MV retreat held April 30 and
May 1 at Pine Springs Ranch
in the San Jacinto mountains.
Joseph N. Barnes, PhD, from
the theology department at
Walla Walla College, led dis
cussions on the general theme,
"Renewing of the Mind."
At the Friday evening serv
ice Dr. Barnes stated that the
real battles confronting man
kind are not between armies
but between minds and ideas.
"The conscious mind," he
said, "is a product of the liv
ing body. If the body, as a re
sult of intemperate living, is
not in good health, how can we
expect the mind to give a good
performance?"
He also suggested that an un
healthy state of mind will lead
to physical disease. '
In other meetings on Satur
day Dr. Barnes maintained that
every thought, idea, or influ
ence to which an individual is
exposed is retained in the mind.
"While you may not be able to
recall it accurately, the infor
mation is still there and will
influence your future decisions
for good or for evil."
G. Gordon Hadley, MD, as
sistant dean of the School of
Medicine, presented the mis
sions appeal at Sabbath school
and Jack W. Provonsha, MD,
associate professor of Christian
ethics, led the lesson study.
After dinner Gayle H. Nel
son, PhD, associate professor
of anatomy, conducted a nature
hike up a nearby mountain.
Dr. Barnes challenged the
group of University students,
families, faculty members, and
employees at the afternoon
meeting to "possess the mind
of Christ. You can do this by
thinking on and doing only
those things which are good,
To page 3, col. 1

Commencement events June
4 to 6 will feature the president
of the Pacific Union Conference
of Seventh-day Adventists; the
president-elect of Columbia Un
ion College; and the chairman
of the department of church
history of the theological sem
inary at Andrews University.
The commencement weekend
starts with a vesper service at
the University Church. Dr.
Daniel Walther, professor of
church history at Andrews Uni
versity, will be the speaker for
the service which begins at 8
p.m.
Reinhold R. Bietz, Pacific Un
ion Conference president, will
present the commencement ser
mon at the Civic Auditorium,
300 East Green Street, in Pa
sadena at 3 p.m. on Saturday.
The conferring of degrees will
be at the Community Bowl,
Eureka and Grant Streets in
Redlands, on Sunday, June 6 at
5 p.m. Winton H. Beaven, PhD,
academic dean and president
elect of Columbia Union Col
lege, will deliver the com
mencement address.
Mr. Bietz, who also is vice
chairman of the University's
Board of Trustees, began his
work for the church in 1929 as
a minister in the North Dako
ta Conference. Following his
service as a minister he be
came an Adventist youth activ
ities director in the North Da
kota, Colorado, Michigan, and
Lake Union Conferences. He
earned his Bachelor of Arts
degree at Union College.
From 1943 until 1950 Mr.
Bietz was president of the Texico and Southern New England
conferences. In 1950 he was
named president of the South
ern California Conference and
served in this capacity until
the appointment to his present
position in May 1960.
As president of the Pacific
Union Conference, Mr. Bietz
directs the activity of more
than 3,000 church workers who
minister to more than 86,000
members of the 415 Adventist
churches in California, Arizona,
Nevada, Utah, and Hawaii. He
is the board chairman of La
Sierra College, Pacific Union
College, and Loma Linda Foods.
Mr. Bietz is married to the
former Martha Reiswig and
has two sons.
Dr. Walther
Dr. Daniel Walther, who was
born in Algiers, North Africa,
spent most of his youth in
Switzerland. After earning his
BA degree, he received the
Licence-es Lettres and the Dr.
es-Lettres from the University
of Geneva.
He is a former history teach
er at the Seminaire Adventiste
at Collonges sous-Saleve in
France, and at Union College.
In 1941 he went to Southern
Missionary College to be aca
demic dean and to teach in the
history department, remaining
there until he accepted his
present post.
He is the author of Gouverneur Morris: A Witness of Two
Revolutions, published in Eng
land by Funk and Wagnalls,
and of numerous articles.
Dr. Beaven

"THE REAL BATTLES are be
tween ideas," according to Dr.
Joseph N. Barnes, featured
speaker for the University
Church MV retreat. Staff
photo.

Dr. Winton H. Beaven, now
academic dean at Columbia Un
ion College, will assume the
presidency of that institution
in July. He has had a varied
career in educational work,
To page 2, col. 5

Medical Education Bicentennial w
Two hundred years ago May 3, 1765 the first med
ical school hi North America was born at the University
of Pennsylvania.
At that time the school's founder, Dr. John Morgan,
maintained that a medical school should offer a curric
ulum of basic sciences followed by a clinical program. He
further suggested that the school have a teaching hospital,
a university affiliation, library, and laboratories.
Today nearly ninety medical schools throughout the
nation continue to follow Dr. Morgan's basic patterns for
medical education.
As the quality of medical education increases, so does
the stimulus for providing better medical care and for in
creasing medical research. Human life expectancy in this
country has been extended from 27 years to 63 years dur
ing these two centuries, a result of standards of excellence
in medical care established by medical educators and the
advancement of medical science.
Loma Linda University salutes the University of Penn
sylvania on the two hundredth anniversary of the first
American medical school and, on the occasion of the six
tieth anniversary of its own founding, joins Pennsylvania
in renewed commitment to the unremitting pursuit of
truth and of excellence in teaching, in service, and in in
quiry.

Guest Editoriol

The Last Hurrah?
By Gilbert M. Burnham, SM '68
Perhaps the greatest perplexity facing student organizations
is the general student apathy toward other-than-academic aspects
of education. The price of achieving mass education has been the
student contribution toward unity and cohesion among groups with
in the school.
Yet student apathy has no singular cause. In many ways it
seems to be spawned by an impersonal factor in education and by
a materialistic parent society that seeks more in return 'than it
chooses to invest.

Recently a number of voices, representing various campus
elements, have been heard in concern over the disinterest toward
interschool and intradisciplinary relations within the university
concept. The majority of attempts to promote interclass activities
have resulted in either nominal interest or notable failure. Have
the pressures to get in, to get through, to become successful sacri
ficed the old "hurrah"? Many students who have exerted every
effort to enter Loma Linda show but a cultivated apathy to any
effort to unify various elements or bolster student morale.
Within the individual school a forceful, vigorous association
promoting a common interest in a common professional goal would
seem to be an extremely effectual unifying element. The Dental
Students Association under the leadership of James A. Smith has
been a singularly successful example. On the other hand Loma
Linda's Student American Medical Association has lost much of
its vitality fighting the manifold effects of divided campus. But
SAMA's prospects for exploring aspects of medicine and religion,
legal medicine, medical economics and posting its members on
medical legislation, seem both unlimited and exciting.

Probably the most formidable of the problems bred by apathy
is that of relations between the various disciplines within the uni
versity. Here, too, attempts to bolster cohesiveness beween vari
ous student groups seem to have unaccountably failed. Possibly
in its days of publication CME's yearbook, The March of CME, did
the job of unifying the pursuits and filling the need for personal
identification with the organization.
To some students the eventual prospect of a, student center,
which the trustees have included in their long-range projection,
offers the best solution to the isolation of various University fac
tions. The probability that such a center would provide the com
mon ground on which all the University's students could meet
makes its development urgently imperative.

Women's Auxiliary

From the President

Continued from page 1

Part-time and volunteer faculty
members who have not received
invitations to march in the June
graduation exercises but wish
to do so are invited to contact
the dean of the respective school
for information.
Godfrey T. Anderson

Prior to her I
election to the [
presidency, Mrs.
Haas served on
the board of di
rectors as hos
pitality chair
man. She is al
so a member of '
the Daniel Mrs. Haas
Freeman Coun
ty Medical Auxiliary, the
Southwest Chapter of the
Woman's Medical Auxiliary of
Loma Linda University, and
has previously served as pres
ident and secretary.
Mrs. Carl Ekstrom, program
chairman, will present fashion
commentator, Jane Lowry, who
will show a preview of fall
fashions exclusively to this au
dience before they are shown
in New York. Soprano Anne
Evans of Riverside will be the
j
soloist.

WEDDINGS
ZANES, Connie was married to
Gerald B. Hayward May 2 at
Mentone, California. Both are
LLU employees.

Medical Students
Plan Catalina Trip
The sophomore class in the
School of Medicine has sched
uled a field trip to Santa Cata
lina Island on Sunday, May 9.
University faculty and adminis
trative officers have been in
vited to accompany the class,
says Warren G. Harding, class
vice president.
The group will board the
Great White Steamer for the
ocean trip at 9 a.m. and will
return to the mainland at 6
p.m. Activities will include
sightseeing, swimming, bicyc
ling, glass bottom boat trips,
and horseback riding.

BIRTHS
WESTERBERG, Sheri Lei born
March 17 to Richard Westerberg, PT '65, and Mary Eckley
Westerberg.

T)alk

Continued from page 1

ium and Hospital. The same
survey in most any area of the
earth would probably reveal
similar results."
Today the vision of what the
University should become muct
not be less comprehensive than
that of the founders, he
stressed. "Their vision encom
passed a school of theology as
well as a liberal arts school, in
addition to the work in the
healing arts.
"Despite past and present
achievements, much remains to
be done. We barely are at the
conclusion of a preliminary
stage. Some timid, myopic
souls talk as though the church
had gone overboard in spending
'millions' in the establishing of
Loma Linda University . . . but
measured against the world's
needs our vision is still too
small. The challenges of this
day can be met only with holy
boldness and intrepid faith.
"Too many still think they
are steadfast when really they
are stuckfast! Think of it:
1,500,000,000 inhabitants of this
earth will never see a doctor or
a dentist unless more is done
than yet has even entered the
minds of men. The pioneers
had broad vision. We must con
tinue to think big, progressive,
and comprehensive at Loma
Linda. Strengthened and en
lightened by our God, we will,"
he concluded.
Founders Day will be observed
at the next sixtieth anniversary
celebration on May 26. Francis
D. Nichol, editor of the Review
and Herald, will review the
events which led to the Univer
sity's birth in a program which
begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Uni
versity Church.

University PR Men
Win Press Awards
Entries by Loma Linda Uni
versity personnel took six
awards in the annual competi
tion of the Twin Counties Press
Club. Winners in the contest,
which includes categories for
journalism and public relations
entries, were announced at a
banquet the night of May 1.
The Loma Linda University
Magazine, entered in the con
test by its editor, Jerry Wiley,
won first prize in its publica
tions category. The University
Dentist magazine, also edited
and entered by Mr. Wiley, took
third-place honors in the same
category.
John Parrish, director of pub
lic information, won three sec
ond awards and one third
award for work during calen
dar 1964. His four winning en
for writing, photog
tries
raphy, and project management
were the largest number of
awards won by any contestant
in the judging.
It was the second consecutive
year in which the Dentist mag
azine had placed in the judging
and the third in which Mr. Par
rish had scored in the category
for "best article by a public
relations or public information
This year his
employee."
award was a second-place, for a
newspaper feature story about
the diabetes detection drive
conducted on the Loma Linda
campus.
Publicity for the diabetes
testing also brought the third
award in the "best public rela
tions project" category.
Outside the public relations
categories, Mr. Parrish took
two awards for photography in
competition with staffs of the
75 or more daily and weekly
newspapers in" San Bernardino
and Riverside counties. A page
x>f pictures showing a Univer
sity clinical team at work in
southern Mexico placed second
in the "best photo layout" clas
sification, and a single shot of
members of the same team aid
ing an Indian mother and baby
took second honors among
"best feature photo" entries
from all newspapers. Both had
been published in the San Ber
nardino Sun-Telegram.
Judging entries in the public
relations categories was Los
To next column

By B. L. Klingbeil
Associate Pastor of San Diego Broadway Church
Alexander A. Schneiders' book The Anarchy of Feeling (Sheed & Ward,
1963) is a masterful presentation of the case of Reason versus Feeling. He
does not imply that anyone will ever be called upon to make a choice between
one and the other. This would be impossible. Both reason and feeling occupy
their vital places and perform their indispensable functions in the personality.
Very penetratingly, the author sub
mits that in our day practicality
Graduation
rather than principle seems to domi
Speakers
nate one's choices. We pay homage
Continued from page 1
to our senses because reason makes
far too many demands. The unseat
having taught in the depart
ing of reason as a controlling power
ments of history, religion, Eng
in favor of the anarchy of feeling is
lish, and speech at several Sev
a characteristic cf our day. While enth-day Adventist institutions
emotions are built in to contribute to
and as an associate professor
the dynamics cf behavior and to en
of speech at the University of
rich the life, they can easily get out Michigan.
of hand and lead to the disorganiza
Dr. Beaven has wide experi
tion of personality. In order to main
ence in academic administra
tain psychological health it is nec
tion, as dean of men at Madi
essary to retain complete dominion
son College and at Atlantic Un
over our feelings.
ion College, as assistant to the
Love itself is no exception to this
president at Union College, and
rule. Love may become tyrannical,
as dean of the graduate school
especially when it is disguised as
of Potomac University.
passion. Love can destroy perceptual
He is a graduate of Atlantic
processes as well as judgment. It can
Union College, having received
exercise tyranny over other conscious
his Master of Arts degree from
functions. Overprotection, jealousy,
Clark University and the Doc
favoritism are but some examples.
tor of Philosophy degree from
Overprotection can thwart ego devel
the University of Michigan.
opment and later lead to failure in
Dr. Beaven was associate
coping with reality and self.
secretary of the temperance de
Sex may degenerate into sensuality
partment of the General Con
because of the anarchy of feeling.
ference of- Seventh-day AdventSexual irregularities may be prac
ists from 1953 to 1956. He is
tised without guilt feelings. "Many,"
currently associate secretary of
Schneiders says, "plead, 'I can't help
the Internationa] Committee
myself.' " Feelings dominate reason
for the Prevention of Alcohol
in their lives.
ism, and director of the insti
Of all feelings those of guilt are
tute on alcohol problems slated
the most damaging, not those of a
at Loma Linda in July.
normal nature that can be identified
His wife, Dr. Barba Halllfax
and lead to a better life, but feelings
Beaven, is currently fulfilling
that cannot be identified. These pro
residency requirements in psy
duce the opposite effect in that they
chiatry. They have six chil
weaken moral fiber. They may even
dren.
rob one of faith in God. Abnormal
Sixtieth Anniversary
feelings of guilt interfere with nor
June 6 will also conclude the
mal intellectual function.
sixtieth anniversary celebra
Of special interest is the author's
tions at the University. On that
discussion of anxiety. All anxiety is
day campus tours are sched
not damaging. Fear is as much a part
uled and an open-air afternoon
of us as is hope and courage. Anx
meeting featuring speeches by
iety may lead to purposeful and use
selected alumni, community,
ful action. It is nature's safeguard
and church leaders will precede
against destruction. But when it goes
the conferring of degrees.
beyond control, it becomes damaging.
Free-floating anxiety is destructive.
Basically, such anxiety is caused by
deep-seated insecurity.
NEW HOURS
The author describes the devastat
ing effects faulty images can have.
Beginning Friday, May
Endless conflict, ambivalence, and loss
7, the Loma Linda Mar
of self-identity interfere with normal
ket and Hardware and
development.
the University Pharmacy
Inferiority feelings, too, can lead
and Supply will remain
to loss of self-confidence and exces
open until 3:30 p.m. on
sive timidity. Among women, inade
Fridays instead of clos
quate perception of self in this con
ing at 3 o'clock.
fused age interferes with their nor
mal role in life. Many women are
expected to play too many roles, with
the result that their ego is robbed of
its strength in dealing with reality.
One can read this volume with
tremendous profit. The author's thes
is is that feeling of any kind, when
THE 1_DMA LINDA UNIVERSITY NEWSPAPER
not strictly controlled, leads to anar
chy, to the dethronement of reason,
Published by Loma Linda
with a loss of rational control over
University, an educational in
one's thinking, behavior, and per
stitution operated by the Gen
eral Conference of Seventhsonal relationships.
day Adventists, as a non
profit organ.
Circulation: 17,000.
Press Awards
Frequency of publication:
Continued from col. 3
. Alternate Fridays.
Angeles public relations exec
Offices are located in. the
University library building.
utive Hank Rieger, with Dr.

James L. Julian of California
State College at San Diego
ranking the newspaper photog
raphy classifications. The win
ning pair were the only Uni
versity staff members to sub
mit entries in the contest this
year.
Of the University Magazine,
Judge Rieger commented, "This
judge was particularly im
a
pressed with this entry
fine example of a college mag
azine, obviously produced with
a limited size staff, but a qual
ity job."
Mr. Rieger called the project
report on the diabetes detec
tion drive a "fine example of a
health drive campaign, carried
through to an interesting eval
uation of the public relations
tool." Of the "best article" en
try he remarked., "Literally a
classic example of a good re
lease. It came in under slightly
less than two pages, and neatly
tied a localized angle to a state
wide and national survey. I
must say this judge was im
pressed with the over-all out
put of Loma Linda University,
on this my first exposure to the
school's public relations pro
duction."

Regular subscription rate:
$3.00 per year; 10 cents
per copy.
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JOHN E. CROWDER
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Alice E. Gregg,
John Parrish
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Advertising in University
SCOPE must be University or
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meet standards of churchaffiliated higher education.
The University advertising
committee reserves all rights
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ing. Rate cards are available.
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news, advertising, and sub
scriptions to Editorial Offices,
University SCOPE, Loma Lin
da, California 92354. Call 7960161, ext. 283, area code 714.
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Interested in guttling a
tiro-wag tax tidvtuittige?
Purchase & lease-bark

You can do it by putting your equity in professional
equipment to work through our Purchase and LeaseBack plan.
First advantage: The money we pay you for your equity
may be treated as a capital gain. You get the maximum
after-tax dollars.
Second advantage: Your lease payments to us are fully
tax deductible. In effect, you recapture... or continue
...the depreciation allowance on the equipment.
Let us show you exactly, in dollars and cents, how you
can benefit.
Purchase & Lease-Back plans
New Equipment
Leasing New Car Leasing Professional Loans

ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON the campers participated in a na
ture hike conducted by Dr. Gayle H. Nelson, associate professor of
anatomy (center with hat). Staff photo.

MV Retreat
Continued from page 1

pure, noble, and right. By be
holding we become changed. By
looking at Christ we can be
come changed."
A panel composed of Paul C.
Heubach, pastor of the Univer
sity Church; Dalton D. Bald
win, instructor in Christian
theology; and Dr. Barnes an

swered questions which had
been submitted by the audience
at the close of the afternoon
session.
The ranch, owned by the
Southeastern California Con
ference of Seventh-day Adventists, is equipped with a new
lodge, dining hall, and other
camping facilities.
Clark Braman, SM '67, MV
leader, directed the weekend
activities.

Congra tillationA
TO ALL THE
OCCUPANTS OF THE

UNIVERSITY ARTS BLDG.

BOB NEW, INC.
736 North Glendale Avenue
Glendale 6, California
Citrus 6-1781 or CHapman 5-7716

Pomona, Calif.
Physicians are needed to
lease medical offices in
well planned established
center across the street
from Pomona Valley Com
munity Hospital. Ideal
location, ample parking.
Excellent
opportunities
available immediately for
several general practition
ers, ENT, Fed., Derma
tologist, and Urologist.
Complete laboratory and
x-ray facilities. Contact
owner, Mr. R. Johansson,
or Mr. Gellman in the
pharmacy. 1575 N. Orange
Grove. Phone: NA 2-9949.

OF LOMA LINDA
We're glad you chose our new
establishment for your shops and
offices. We are proud of our
fabulous building and we're happy
to have you. We extend our wishes
for a successful endeavor.

Gale Enterprises
JOHN GALE, Proprietor

DENTAL, OPENING
In Denver, Colorado. Busy
office, established practice
for sale. Convenient loca
tion, good business and re
sidential area, reasonable
rent. Completely equipped
including nearly new Web
er x-ray and compressor
for
operating
Borden
handpiece, two operatories, laboratory, reception
room, business office, fur
niture, all records. Near
Porter Hospital, South
SDA Church, academy,
conference office. Selling
for health reasons. Avail
able immediately. H. C.
McKelvey, DDS, 1700 So.
Harlan, Denver, Colo.
80226.

R. R. Bahl Real Estate
22583 Barton Road, Grand Terrace
Phones: TA 5-6011, OV 3-8256

Beautiful 4-bedroom home on 1 acre. Fireplace, liv
ing room, family room, 3 baths, $44,500.
Four-bedroom home, wall-to-wall carpeting. $300
below FHA appraisal. Refrigerated air conditioning.
$19,900.
Two-bedroom home. 1% baths, hardwood floors,
built-ins, shake roof, $17,250.

HUGH

C.

In booming Paradise,
Calif. Medical building
suitable for group prac
tice or medical-dental of
fices. 9 rooms including
consultation, examining,
reception, treating, lab
oratory, x-ray, and devel
oping rooms. Equipped
with 200/200 G.E. x-ray,
Hamilton examining
table, autoclave, instru
ment cabinets, furniture,
etc. Attractive building
close to SDA hospital.
Ample room to enlarge,
plenty of parking. For
rent, lease, sale, or perc e n t a g e. Reasonable
Write E. A.my, 6003
Sawmill Road, Paradise,
Calif. 95969. Phone (916)
877-6862.

Plan your career away from the city at suburban
HINSDALE SANITARIUM AND HOSPITAL.

UNIVERSITY ARTS BUILDING
24887 TAYLOR ST., LOMA LINDA, CALIF.

Facilities: Attractive and modern community hospital in quiet
suburb. Positions now open Include orthopedic and Inten
sive care.
Advantages: A new 70-unlt staff-housing building In completion
stages will be completely equipped and ready for occu
pancy In July. Good salary and benefits, located just out
side Chicago with excellent commuting system to major
attractions.
Write or Call: Guy Stewart, Personnel Director, 120 North Oak
St., HInsdale, Illinois 60521, 32^-2100. area code 312.

DENTISTRY

Sunday Through Friday
Closed Saturday

Telephones:
OFFICE 796-0086
RES.
796-0431

University
Barber Shop
Needed New: Registered nurses, registered occupational thera
pists (male or female).

D.D.S.

Announces Removal of Office to

GENERAL

GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY

LOVE,

In the
University Arts Building:
24887 Taylor Street
Loma Linda
HOURS
SUN. 8-6. WED. 8-6.

THURS. 8-8
FRI. Closing at 3 p.m.
FLOYD NOSSAMAN
Owner
Phone
796-9979

De La Vegas
Restaurant
24887 Taylor Street
Loma Linda
Phone 796-9611
In University Arts
Building

PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOM AVAILABLE
Hours: Sunday-Thursday
7 a.m. to 9 p.m., Closed
Fridays at 3 p.m. Open
Saturdays after sundown.

Specialists Needed
ixin & nvilahon
The Volunteer Service
League of the Loma Lin
da University Hospital
cordially invites you to
browse at their gift shop
for ideas for graduation,
wedding, shower, and
birthday gifts.
A wide yet discriminating
selection
WHKKF. YOUR EXPEN
DITURE IS A CONTRI
BUTION.
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Internist,
pediatrician
needed to associate with
SDA surgeon and GP in
new clinic and confer
ence-operated hospital in
all-new medical center
now under construction.
Population area of 20,000
with 10 GP's now in area.
$18,000 assured first year
to interested physician.
Church
and
10-grade
church school. Contact
Fred Murray, Adminis
trator, Santa Anna Medi
cal Center, Santa Anna,
Texas.
Telephone:
FI
8-3121, area code 915.

See

Enterprises
FOR NEW ONE, TWO AND THREE
BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Luxurious Swim Pools
Built-ins

Carpets and Drapes
Excellent Neighborhoods

$79.50 up

Ph. 796-0821

PT Alumni News

Loma Linda Realty
and Insurance
"The Friendly Office" serving
Loma Linda for over 30 years.

Our staff is ready to serve you.
24867 Central Avenue

EARL H. GREELEY, '47,
Cortez, Colorado, fills the posi
tions of medical and radiologic
technologist, physical therapist,
and clinic manager at the Cor
tez Medical Group offices. He
and his wife, the former LaVona Odell Pogue, have four
children. Earl is active with
hobbies, church work and so
cial responsibilities, and is a
member of the local Chamber
of Commerce.

Phone: 796-0242

RENTALS
Furnished and unfurnished
apartments from $35 up. Deluxe
2-bedroom units $85 up. Stove, re
frigerator, carpets, drapes, refrig
erated air conditioning. Water and
disposal service paid.

VIRGIL T. PRICE, '51, is
doing physical therapy for the
towns of Delta and Montrose,
Colorado, under the supervision
of the Easter Seal Society. He
is not paid a salary but must
collect his own fees.

FOR SALE
Homes: 1 to 5 bedrooms, good
financing. Older homes and new
homes in the location you like.
5 years old. 3 bedrooms, 1%
baths. $23,000. Built-in kitchen,
refrigerated air conditioning, cov
ered patio, double garage, dish
washer, disposal, 80' x 100' lot.
Sprinkling system, loan commit
ment of $21,300.

H. Brown
Salesman

Ranch type 5-bedroom home on
view property. 2 additional lots.
Only $32,500.
Perfect retirement home. Close
in. Let us show you this one.
Two houses on % acre in Grand
Terrace. Swimming pool, work
shop, fruit and shade trees. $19,950.

I. D. Lane
Salesman, Notary

INSURANCE

Emily Bryant
Secretary

WALTER V. ROZELL, '59, is
chief therapist at the Riverside
Community Hospital, Riverside,
California, a position he has
held for three and a half years.
He is treasurer of the Physical
Therapy Alumni Association.
He and his wife, the former
Nancy Louise Jameson, have
three children.
BARRY E. STIMMEL, pres
ident of the class of 1959, is
chief therapist at Washington
Sanitarium and Hospital, Ta
koma Park, Maryland.
DONALD L. JOHNSON, '60,
works at the Memorial Hospi
tal in Hot Springs National
Park, Arkansas. The hospital
treats arthritis and related dis
eases. Pool and Hubbard tank
therapy are featured.

Other lots, acreage, and income
properties.

We have a special package policy
which we recommend to homeowners in this area. Gall and ask
for Garlton Wical to discuss this
with you. Bemember, credit can
be given for existing insurance.

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,
'50, works at Mountain Sani
tarium and Hospital, Fletcher,
North Carolina. His work has
included specialized areas such
as tuberculosis, cerebral palsy,
and polio. He and his wife, the
former Violette Mae Jackson,
have two children.

P. W. Stuyvesant
Salesman

Ted Timmons
Salesman

VICTOR A. SOSSONG, '60,
is working for the Elks organi
zation in Auburn, California,
where he has charge of the
cerebral palsy mobile unit. Aft
er working at the Loma Linda
University Hospital physical
therapy department, he went
back to school to work for a
master's degree in health edu
cation, which was granted by
Loma Linda University in 1963.
His wife is the former Dorothy
L. Juhl. Victor is active in
church and civic programs.
WILTON L. WYNN, '60, who
previously worked at the Wash
ington Sanitarium and Hospi
tal, is now at the Margaret RPardee Memorial Hospital in
Hendersonville, North Caroli
na, which has just announced
the official opening of its phys
ical therapy department.
VERNON R. JAESCHKE,
'61, is working in Janesville,
Wisconsin. He operates a phys
ical therapy program for a
group of doctors who have a
large clinic.

C. B. Appleton
Owner

Ask about our Property Management Program

MULHOLF.
VERNON
LAND, '61, from Boulder Sani
tarium and Hospital, visited the
campus on March 25 and 26 to
interview students who might
be interested in working at
Boulder after graduation.
To next column

...... and barbecued

LINKETTS

... For Patio, party, picnic, or just
having a few pals over—for more
fun, flavor, and easy fixin'— yoj
can't beat Loma Linda Linketts.

Faculty Member Reports
Colon Cancer Therapy
The most commonly fatal form of human cancer can be stopped
in its tracks with a length of plastic tube, a University research
scientist said recently in Philadelphia.
Dr. Howard R. Bierman, clin
ical professor in the School of
CALENDAR
Medicine, who originated ar
Friday, May 7
terial cancer chemotherapy 18
years ago, and a research col
No MV meeting
HILL CHURCH
league addressed a meeting of
tonight.
the American Association for
Campus
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Cancer Research.
Fellowship, Ted Conibear, sand
Dr. Morris Mesler of Los An
sculptor: 7:45 p.m.
geles, who co-authored the re
Saturday, May 8
port, told the assembly that ex
periments they conducted with
Hour of wor
HILL CHURCH
a third researcher show how
ship. Students from Loma Linda
Union Academy, "Are You
treatment can benefit patients
Ready?": 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
with cancer of the colon. The
intestinal malignancy causes
Hour of
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
worship. Pastor Paul C. Heubach:
more deaths each year among
8:15 and 10:55 a.m.
both men and women than any
other type of cancer.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
The technique described in
Hour of worship: 11 a.m.
their report aims to prevent the
Film, "Jeep
BURDEN HALL
spread of cancerous cells to
Trails Through Utah," narrated by
other parts of the body after
Stan Midgley. Tickets ($1 each,
apparently successful surgery
50c for children under 6) may be
purchased from any dental stu
for cancer of the colon (large
dent: 8 p.m.
intestine). Roughly half of pa
tients having such surgery later
Monday, May 10
die because diseased cells have
Convo
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
already spread unobserved to
cation, Dr. Walter E. Macpherson,
other parts of the body, where
vice president for medical afflalrs:
the microscopic particles grow
8:10 a.m.
anew and bring death to the
Wednesday, May 12
victim.
In many instances, a surgeon
Midweek service,
HILL CHURCH
J. C. Mlchalenko, "What is the
removing the cancerous intes
Sanctuary?": 7:30 p.m.
tinal tumor cannot tell if it has
released cells into the patient's
Mid
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
bloodstream, Dr. Mesler noted.
week service, Pastor Paul C. Heu
bach: 7 p.m.
Therefore, he suggests, it
should be assumed that the
Thursday, May 13
called metastasis
spreading
RISLEY HALL, Amphitheater
has occurred in the major
Department of physiology and bio
ity of cases, and appropriate
physics seminar. Jerry F. Schlegel,
treatment begun.
assistant in research. Mayo Clinic,
"We know that "cells metas"Esophageal Motillty in Health":
12:10 p.m.
tasizing from a cancer of the
colon are filtered out of the
Friday, May 14
bloodstream and trapped for a
No meeting to
HILL CHURCH
considerable period of time in
night.
the liver," Dr. Mesler said. "If
the surgeon directs anti-cancer
Campus
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
chemical agents directly to the
Fellowship: 7:45 p.m.
liver, beginning promptly after
Saturday, May 15
the tumor is removed, he may
be successful in killing cancer
Hour of wor
HILL CHURCH
cells trapped there before they
ship, Pastor Wilbur K. Chapman,
"The Tale of Two Builders": 8:10
escape and spread farther," he
and 10:55 a.m.
explained.
The scientific paper read by
Hour of
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
worship, Dr. Jack Provonsha, asso
Dr. Mesler told how he, Dr.
ciate professor of Christian Ethics,
Bierman, and the third co
"A Prophet Among You": 8:15
author, Melvin L. Winer, MD,
and 10:55 a.m.
administered anti-cancer chem
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
icals to patients who had had
Hour of worship: 11 a.m.
colon surgery. The research
ers inserted a semi-permanent
Monday, May 17
tube of non-reactive plastic in
Convo
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
side an artery, extending from
cation, Dr. Alonzo Baker from La
the skin directly to the liver.
Sierra College: 8:10 a.m.
Through the tube low daily
Wednesday, May 19
doses of the chemicals were
pumped continuously to the
Midweek servHILL CHURCH
site where diseased cells were
Ice: 7:30 p.m.
trapped.
Mid
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Because the subjects of the
week service. Pastor Paul C. Heu
experiment were selected long
bach: 7 p.m.
after surgery, when it was ap
parent that cancer had already
spread through their bodies,
PT Alumni News
complete cures could not be re
Continued from col. 3
ported from the study, Dr.
DONALD L. BEDNEY, '62, Mesler explained. However, he
visited Loma Linda April 12 said, lives of the patients were
while on his spring vacation clearly extended by the tech
from medical school in Guada
nique, and recorded observa
lajara, Mexico, where he is now tions indicate that had the
in his second year. In order to therapy been started at the
attend this school he has had time of surgery it would have
to learn to speak Spanish. He met with greater success.
and other Seventh-day AdventDirecting a small dose of
ist students operate a clinic chemicals directly at the treat
which is approved by the ment target is more effective
school. Usually 100 to 150 pa
than giving a larger dose by
tients are treated on Sundays; mouth or ordinary injection be
50 to 75 come on Tuesday and cause the agents are not di
Thursday nights.
luted by body fluids before do
JIMMY L. DALTON, '62, ing their work, Dr. Mesler said.
took a two-week course in No
He and his associates observed
vember 1964 entitled Lower Ex
no serious complications in use
tremity Prosthetic Training.
of the indwelling plastic cathe
NANCY E. KLASING, '62, ters, according to the report.
is working at the Kettering
The three co-authors of the
Memorial Hospital in Dayton, paper,, all of Los Angeles, are
Ohio.
associated with the Institute
DALE H. FITCH, '64, and for Cancer and Blood Research
his wife, RUTH (HABLUT- and Cedars of Lebanon Hospi
ZEL), '63, are employed in the tal there.
Physical Medicine Department
of the McLarne Hospital, Flint,
Michigan, which is building a
HOUSE FOB SALE
new rehabilitation center. Dale
was one of the twenty-eight of
2,500 sq. ft., 4-bdrm., family
rm., 2 fire places, drapes, car
last year's class who took and
pets, air cond., landscaped.
passed the California State
1 acre all in trees, stable.
Board.
$44,500. By owner: 825-5536.
A. WAYNE FOX, '64, recent
ly joined the physical therapy
staff at Washington Sanitar
University SCOPE, Page 4
ium and Hospital in Takoma
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Park, Maryland.

Construction Progress

THE $650,000 BIOCHEMISTRY building situated on the corner
of Central Avenue and San Bernardino Street will house the
School of Medicine department of biochemistry and the Graduate
School department of chemistry. Facilities for the biochemistry
department will be completed first Exterior construction will be
finished in July. Photo by Ellis Rich.

THE HEATING AND COOLING PLANT will serve the medical
center and other campus buildings. Located on Loma Linda Drive
southeast of the School of Dentistry, the facility will be completed
in August. Photo by Ellis Rich.

OPPORTUNITIES
Excellent opportunities in
British
Columbia
for
physicians and dentists.
Conference eager to as
sist. Kindly contact med
ical secretary, Reuben
Matifto, MD, Box 10, Mis
sion City, BC, Canada.

HOME AND
BUSINESS REPAIRS
Air conditioning and heat
ing, refrigerators, dish
washers, evaporative cool
ers, washers, electric and
gas dryers, garbage disTU 3-3228.

THIS PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MEDICAL CENTER was taken high above the ground floor from
a crane. Pillars composed of steel and concrete will form a firm support for the center's nine floors.
The contractors state that the building will be completed in 1967. The School of Dentistry building
may be seen in the background. Photo by San Bernardino Sun-Telegram.
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ANNUITIES!!

You can now purchase a Loma Linda University ANNUITY, help
to support higher education, and receive larger income tax ad
vantages than ever before.
You can start with as little as $1OO, and receive a guaranteed
income for the rest of your life. You earn 3% to 7.4% on your
investments, depending on your age. At the same time you have
the satisfaction of knowing that you are helping the University
in its vital role of training young men and women for the world
task of "making man whole."
Thousands today are living longer, happier lives with complete
freedom from money worries through participation in this annuity
plan. Find out how you, too, can benefit.
All this with LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY Annuities:
Guaranteed income for life with a return up to 7.4%, depending
upon age, for any amount of $1OO or more.
Liberal income tax saving. Savings on estate and inheritance
tax. No investment problem.
Proven security. No worry. No risk.
^ No legal fees. No age limit. No medical examinations.
Income never varies. Guaranteed payments never missed.
Security based on 47 years of investment experience.

Loma Linda University annuities

I am interested in Loma Linda University annuities. Please tell
me what percent income I would receive, my date of birth being
_. At present I am most interested

month
in a $__

day

year
annuity.

I I Please have a University estate planning counselor contact
me for an appointment.
NameAddress.
City

-State.

-Phone No._

t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Grads, Dents, PT's Lead
In Field Day Activities

j

MAYBERRY REALTY

§

New office at 24887 Taylor Street, Loma Linda,
acrose from the motel. Phone: 796-9590.

Students in the Graduate School and Schools of Dentistry and Physical Therapy were the
champions of the Student Field Day Activities on Sunday, April 25. When all he points were
totaled, the graduate, dental, and physical therapy group registered 700 points to the 650 for the
medical students.
With a score of four to one
the graduate, dental, and phys
ical therapy students downed
the medical students in the
afternoon's softball game.
On the winning team were
Richard W. Ludders, SD '66;
William F. Smith, GS; Jim L.
Armstrong, PT '65; Gary Cornforth, SD '68; Charles R. Woofter, SD '66; Donald Silver, SD
'65; Lynn R. Heath, GS; and
Clifford Johnson, SD '66.
Students on the losing team
were Robert M. Irwin, SM '65;
Donald B. Brown, SM '65; Wil
liam R. Ford, SM '66; James N.
Woody, SM '68; Thaddeus C.
Achord, SM '68; Edward P.
Brown, SM '66; Donald L. Nicolay, GS; Edward J. Castner,
SM '65; Norman R. Gay, SM
'65; and Robert K. Henrichsen,
SM '67.
THIS BALL CAME IN right over home plate. The team composed
Umpires for the softball game of graduate, dental, and physical therapy students defeated students
included Gayle H. Nelson, PhD, from the School of Medicine in a score of 4 to 1. Photo by Robert
associate professor of anatomy; Kreuzinger.
Bo Ying Wat, MD, professor of
pathology; and Charles E. Win
ter, PhD, professor and chair
man of the department of mi
crobiology.
Tennis
The traditional athletic con
tests began with tennis at 9:30
a.m. In the first singles match
it was Michael A. Crane, SM
'66, over John P. DeVincenzo,
SD '64, instructor in oral med
icine, and a special student. In
another match Irwin defeated
Franklin C. Ordelheide, SD '68.
Brown and Karl Gregorius,
SM '67, defeated Johnson and
Raleigh R. Cummings, both
junior dental students, in ten
nis doubles. Robert N. Gros
boll, SM "67, and Charles Hackett, SM '66, were successful in
doubles over Richard W. Lud
ders, SD '66, and Woofter.
Volleyball
EVERYONE COULD TAKE PAKT In this activity. These specta
The medical students won tors enjoyed watching the afternoon softball game. Photo by
two out of three volleyball Robert Kreuzinger.
games with 6-man teams. On
the winning team were Thomas
C. Denmark, '67; Jon A. Cut
ting, '67; Jerold E. Beeve, '67;
Roland E. Lonser, '67; Bradley
W. Nelson, '68; Darrel J. Lud
ders, '67; and Frederick A.
Griesman, II, "66.
The defeated team included
Silver, Robert A. Neufeld, SD
'65; Kirk E. Hunt, SD '67; Oliv
er H. Scheideman, Jr., SD '67;
J. Baker, SD '67; and Billie J.
Miller, SD '67.
In two-man volleyball games
it was Denmark and Beeve
over Neufeld and Silver; and
Cutting and Lonser over Hunt
and Scheideman.
Dr. Nelson and Herbert I.
Harder, MD, instructor in
pathology, were referees for
the volleyball games.

KENNETH
MAYBERRY
BROKER
Residence: phone: 796-0314

Kenneth Mayberry
Broker

ALBERT EVANS
SALESMAN, NOTARY
Residence phone: 796-4344

Albert Evans
Salesman

HOMES

Beautifully landscaped 4-bedroom, 3-bath home
with pool. Close to Azure Hills Church in Grand
Terrace. $41,500.
Three-bedroom home with 2 baths. New pool!
Large covered patio. $17,800, only 1 mile from
University.
A real buy! 3-bedroom, 2-bath home with fenced
yard. 2 years old. $17,950 with $500 down.
INCOME PROPERTY

Three-unit income property 4 blocks from Uni
versity Market, $23,900.
Plush triplex in best area, $39,900.
Sixteen-unit apartment house in downtown San
Bernardino. No vacancy factor. $120,000 with
small down payment.
Older duplex on large 82' x 144' R-3 lot. Walking
distance to market. $16,000, with space for sev
eral more units.
ACREAGE AND ORANGE GROVES

Thirteen-acre orange grove near freeway in Loma
Linda. $100,000 with 29% down, balance in 10
years at 6% interest.
Ten-acre orange grove in Redlands city limits,
$85,000. Plans all ready to go.
Four and one-haU>acre tract in Redlands. Make
offer.
Thirty-acre orange grove between Loma Linda
and Redlands with 2 good wells at $8,250 per acre.
29% down.
One-acre lot located above orange grove. Fine
view! $6,750.
Five hundred-acre ranch near Banning. $3,250
per acre.

All-stars vs. Faculty

A faculty volleyball team
was defeated in two out of
three exhibition games by an
"all-star" student team. The
faculty team was composed of
Edwin F. Shryock, SD '62, in
structor in restorative dentis
try; Virgil M. S. Lau, SD '60,
instructor in restorative den
tistry; Drs. Wat, Winter, De
Vincenzo, and Nelson.
The "all-star" students who
played included Denmark, Cut
ting, Beeve, Lonser, Griesman,
and Silver.
Basketball
In the basketball game,
which ended the day's activi
ties, the graduate, dental, and
physical therapy students took
a 79 to 56 victory over the
medical students.
Members of the winning
team were Cornforth, Ronald
Combs, PT '66; William V. Holderbaum, SD '68; Silver, Rich
ard Ludders, Cummings, and
Hal I. Williams, PT '66.
Participating medical students included Denmark,
Crane, Irwin, Grosboll, Darrell
Ludders, and Warren G. Harding, SM '67.
Dr. Nelson and Ford refereed
the game.
The Junior Dental Auxiliary
sold food for the annual event.
Dean of Students Walter B.
Clark, Dr. Nelson, and Dr. Win
ter coordinated the field day
activities.

DURING THE HOTTEST part of the day, some students sought
relief in the University's swimming pool. Photo by Robert Kreu
zinger.

Six hundred-acre ranch near Banning. $3,250 per
acre.
^

Desperately Needed

Six hundred seven-acre ranch with beautiful view
at $4,000 per acre in Banning.

•

RENTALS

Second general practice physician to associate with
new, modern, brick, 24-bed general hospital complete
ly air conditioned with all equipment needed for gen
eral surgery, OB, and general practice. Town has
1,500 residents with drawing area of 7,500. Present
doctor seeing 30 to 70 outpatients and 10 to 20 inpatients daily. Fantastic opportunity. $1,500 per
month guaranteed. Contact: Victor Ralph Lee, MD,
Merryvfile, Louisiana 70653. Telephone: 2601, area
code 318.

I

New 2-bedroom deluxe apartments.
month and up.

$85 per

Two new 3-bedroom apartments still available at
$115 per month.
Four-bedroom furnished house. $175 per month.
One-bedroom furnished apartment, $60 per month.
All utilities furnished.
Small one-room cottage, $35 per month.

toooooooooooooooooooooooooooo o o o o o oooooooooou (

UNIVERSITY REALTY
Across from Post Office

i

796-0156

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 bedroom houses
Du, tri, 4-plexes
Reasonably priced lots
Investment property
Orange groves

E. J. MILLER, BROKER
IF IT'S FOR SALE OR RENT WE HAVE IT.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOQQOOOOOOOOE

NURSES NEEDED

Practice for Sale

Male and female regis
tered nurses to join a
beautiful 400-bed hospi
tal nestled in the hills
and dales of Southweste r n Ohio.
Excellent
working
conditions.
Please contact Personnel
Department, 3535 South
ern Boulevard, Kettering, Ohio 45429.

OPHTHALMOLOGY:
Growing practice. Also
suitable for EENT man.
In Western Oregon, mild
climate, excellent recrea
tional facilities. Contact
University Place
ment Service.
University SCOPE, Page 6
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Upland North Medical-Dental Building
Euclid Avenue
at Foothill Boulevard, Upland, California

UPLAND NORTH PRESENTS AN ATMOSPHERE THAT INVITES SUCCESS WITH THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:
Background FM music system;
Refrigerated air conditioning and heating;
Soundproof interior walls;
Beautifully appointed lounge for tenants;
Custom suite design;
Abundant parking;
Elevator service.
E ARE PROUD TO OFFER UNEQUALED BEAUTY, PRESTIGE, AND BUILT-IN QUALITY AT UPLAND'S MOST MODERN MEDICAL
/LCILITY TO BE COMPLETED JANUARY 1, 1966.
For leasing information, please contact

MR. GOLDING
1307 No. Euclid Avenue
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA

YUkon 2-8419

IN TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA

Medical-Dental Office Building
Available immediately

TALK TO
THE MAN
AT FIRST

Suites for two physicians and one
dentist or for three physicians
UB CONDITIONED

LAEGE WAITING BOOM

EXCELLENT LOCATION
PARKING LOT

SDA CHURCH
CHURCH SCHOOL

For lease or sale, with some months free rent as a possible consider
ation. Contact H. F. Roll. Florida Conference of SDA, Box 1313,
Orlando, Florida 32802.

About

RESERVE
BORROWING
POWER

'PICTURES GIVE MOREin pleasure . . ,.
in lasting impressions . . .
Southern Publiihing Association jot/oduces photojournalism
in Heodlinpr books

it, maRa/ine'slYle writing is rOml>incd with unprenivc j)hoiog->
raphjPtd pi^ucc boijks of outstanding and lasting v.iHn- tmili (or
Seitaith-day Advcmisi home libraries arwl foi.use as x 1' 1 ^ "' i"*i'Adtrntim Jricmls and atquaintiinr^i.'
Compaii ^nd coinomir^i) paperbound Hcatllincr books aim to inlurm JV> "f Ine <|r»jnatk Stories of specific incidents, institutions,
jod orgaqil>tions-within, the Seventh-day Atjveiitist (Jiurch.

THE HEART MENDERS

WIND HIGH, SAND DEEP

By Arthur E. Stiffen. The fifesaving
work of the Loma Linda University
heart-surgery team in the United States
and abroad . . . includes a case history
. . . describes clearly the basic concept
of heart valve repair. Two colors
throughout.

By Herbert Ford. The progress and
growth of Monument Valley Mission
and Hospital... the great need of the
Navajo people . .. the majestic beauty
of the surroundings . . . the back
ground behind some of their miscon
ceptions and superstitions. Four-color
cover.

Every First Federal home
loan has a provision for extra
borrowing power. Use it for
almost any important need .. .
home improvements . . . for
such emergencies as doctor
bills and hospital expenses . . .
for your children's education
... or to start a business.
With a First Federal home
loan that has a good equity to
property value ratio, you can
enjoy this Reserve Borrowing
Power. Talk to the Man
at First!

At your local Book and Bible House. 50 cents each.
[Add 5 cents postage and sales tax where necessary.)

FOR RENT

Office for Rent

"New, unfurnished, 2-bedroom apartments $90 per
month at 25248 Van Leuven. Added features avail
able include carpets,
drapes, refrigerated air
conditioning, garbage dis
posal, gas range, refriger
ator, carport, washing fa
cilities, extra storage
room. Call 862-8755.

Medical office in mod
ern air conditioned
office in heart of Pa
sadena with plenty of
parking. Close to hos
pitals. Practice goes
with office. Robert A.
Farrier, MD, 133
South Hudson, Pasa
dena. SY 2-1836.

I
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FIRST FEDERAL

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF SAN BERNARDINO
San Bernardino
Loma Linda
Barstow
555 E Street, TU 9-0881
24885 Central, 796-0294
602 Main, CL 6-6873

FOB SALE
Four acres plus. Panora
mic view. Choice West
Sunset Drive, Redlands.
15 min. to LLTJ. Spacious
old home, citrus trees,
gracious living, or several
building sites. Call 7926370.

The first mealcal class entered the University in 1909. They be
came the first alumni, the class of 1914.

Established Dental Practice for Sale
On prominent business corner in middle-class suburb of
Los Angeles. Modern equipment, two-operatory office for
right or left handed dentist. Call Dr. Martin or C. Martin
after 5:30 p.m. except on weekends. Area code 213, 2815909 or 288-9437.

.Moving. c4cro&£ tke Street
or c4cro** ike J^ation?

A

Loma

Opportunities Overseas
Dentists, General Practice
FAR EASTERN DIVISION
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
ADEN
CITY OF ADEN. (British Crown

Colony)

THE LOMA LINDA WAREHOUSE

TURNER MOVING & STORAGE
The moving company with 18 years of service to con
ferences, institutions and church members.

Box 226, St. Helena
Phone WO 3-2701

Box 201, Loma Linda
Phone PY 6-0228

Dietitians
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
PUERTO RICO
MAYAGUEZ: Bella Vista Hospital_____________________
SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION
BRAZIL
BELEM: Belem Hospital_____
LIBYA
BENGHAZI: Benghazi Adventist
Hospital

Medical Directors and/or
Business Managers

Wlountain View Hospital
Convalescent & Psychiatric

NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION__________________
ETHIOPIA

DESSIE: Taffari Makonnen Hos
pital. Replacement for Medical
Director________________
INDIA
EAST
PUNJAB:
Jullundur.
Medical director

Medical-Radiologic
Technologists
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
LIBYA
BENGHAZI: Benghazi Adventist
Hospital

NOW OPEN
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Nurses
FAR EASTERN DIVISION
JAPAN

Organized Medical Staff

TOKYO: Director of Nursing
Service and School of Nursing

24-hour RN Supervision

INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
PUERTO RICO

MAYAGUEZ: Bella Vista Hospital. Need for two nurses_____
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
LIBYA
BENGHAZI: Benghazi Adventist
Hospital_________________

Occupational Therapy
Recreational Activities
Ambulatory & Bed Patients
Diet Kitchen
Vegetarian Food Available
Operated By Seventh-day Adventists
// is our goal to offer the very finest in facilities and care.

4164 Fourth Avenue
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA

TU 6-4681

NORTHERN EUROPEAN

DIVISION
ETHIOPIA
DEBRE TABOR: In September
1965____________________
ADDIS ABABA: In September
1965____________________
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
INDIA
NUZVID: At the Giflard Memorlal Hospital. Director of nurses
SOUTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
PORTUGUESE WEST AFRICA
ANGOLA: At the Bongo Hospital. Need two nurses________
TRANS-AFRICA DIVISION
BECHUANALAND PROTECTO
RATE
KANYE: At the Kanye Hospital.
Two nurses early in 1965
__
. NORTHERN RHODESIA
KALABO: At the Yuka Hospital
NYASALAND
MAKWASA: At the Malamulo
Hospital and Leprosarium.
Needed in November of 1965
MAKWASA: At the Malamulo
Hospital and Leprosarium in De
cember, 1966

Physicians, General Practice
FAR EASTERN DIVISION

See Us for Graduation Gifts
Wolf's Time Shop

Walter WiUumson
24885 Central Ave., Unit 4, Loma Linda

Prices Reduced on Watches and Bands
Watch repairing, electronically timed. Guaranteed work.
Brand name watches and bands. Reasonable prices.

LLU PHYSICIAN
NEEDED
Immediately in Beaver
City, Nebraska.
SDA
church in town, S hospi
tals nearby. Modern, fully
equipped clinic. Net an
nual income over $25,000.
For information, contact
George W. Shafer Jr.,
president, First State
Bank, Beaver City, Neb
raska.

GP Needed
For Gibbs Medical Group,
Cortland, N.Y. Starting
salary: $14,000 fpr firstyear graduate. Ultimate
partnership, many cultur
al and professional advan
tages. Donald B. Gibbs,
MD. Phone collect: area
607, SKyline 6-9941.
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WANTED
Registered nurs« for Golden
Years Nursing Home and Con
valescent Hospital. Permanent
position as supervisor-director
of entire nursing staff. 25 beds
now, will be 60. Salary nego
tiable. J. L. McMillin, 1344
East Orangeburg Ave., Modesto, Calif. LAmbert 9-0755.

OPPORTUNITIES
For LLU Graduates
Medical suites
still
available in large medi
cal center. Great need
for ophthaL, internist, gp,
ob-gyn., pedodontist, orthodon., oral surgeon and
general dentist. Excel
lent opportunity for new
comer in prestige area.
Contact: C. G. By son,
1141 N. Garey, Pomona,
Calif. Telephone: (714)
623-4624.

SOUTH THAILAND
HAAD YAI: Haad Yai Mission
Hospital. Urgent
____ __
THAILAND

BANGKOK:
At the Bangkok
Sanitarium_______ _______
VIET NAM
SAIGON: At the Saigon Advent1st Hospital_______________
GUAM
AGANA: At the Far Eastern Island Mission Medical Clinic
KOREA
PUSAN: Pusan Sanitarium and
Hospital________________
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

ARUBA: Self supporting
sur
gical experience desirable
_
PUERTO RICO
SAN JUAN: Self supporting
WEST INDIES
JAMAICA:
Andrews Memorial
Hospital_________________
NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
NORTHERN NIGERIA
JOS: Jengre Seventh-day Advent
ist Hospital. Two physicians.
March. 1965_______________
WEST AFRICA
SIERRA LEONE: At the Sierra
Leone Mission Massange Lepro
sarium ___ __
______
GHANA: At the Kwahu Hospital
ETHIOPIA
ADDIS ABABA:
Physician
needed_________________
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
INDIA
SURAT: Physician needed____
WEST PAKISTAN
KARACHI:
Karachi Hospital.
Lady___________________
TRANS-AFRICA DIVISION
EAST AFRICA
UGANDA: Ankole Hospital. Sec
ond doctor. Could be man right
out of internship___________
AFRICA
CONGO, D/S KAMINA: Physi
cian for the Songa Hospital by
May of 1966. Second physician

Physicians, Specialists
FAR EASTERN DIVISION
INTERNIST: Singapore, State of
Singapore. Youngberg Memorial
Hospital

Linda

University

OBSTETRICIAN-GYNECOLO
GIST: Singapore, State of Singa
pore. Youngberg Memorial Hospltal__________________
INTERNIST: Tokyo, Japan. Tok
yo Sanitarium and Hospital
INTERNIST: Bangkok, Thailand.
Bangkok Sanitarium and Hospital
SURGEON: Tokyo, Japan. Tokyo
Sanitarium and Hospital_____
SURGEON: Penang, Malaya, Penang Sanitarium and Hospital
SURGEON: Pusan, Korea. At
Pusan Sanitarium__________
GYNECOLOGIST-OBSTETRICIAN:
Bangkok,
Thailand.
(Lady)__________________
INTERNIST: Manila, Philippines.
Manila Sanitarium. In 1965
SURGEON: Singapore, State of
Singapore. Youngberg Memorial
Hospital________________
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
RADIOLOGIST:
Port-of-Spain,
Trinidad. Port-of-Spain Communlty Hospital_____________
ORTHOPEDIST: Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. Bella Vista Hospital
NEURO-SURGEON:
Mayaguez,
Puerto Rico. Bella Vista Hospital
SURGEON: Montemorelos, Mexi
co. Montemorelos Hospital __
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
OBSTETRICIAN-GYNECOLO
GIST: Benghazi, Libya. Bengha
zi Adventist Hospital. Staff physi
cian. Lady
___
__
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
GYNECOLOGIST-OBSTETRICIAN: Burma_____________
INTERNIST: Rangoon, Burma.
(General surgery)
___ __
GYNECOLOGIST-OBSTETRICIAN: Karachi, West Pakistan.
At Karachi Hospital. (Lady)
SURGEON: Jullundur, East Pun
jab, India_______________
INTERNIST:
Taipei, Taiwan.
Taiwan Sanitarium and Hospital

Opportunities, N. America

Dental Assistants
CALIFORNIA

LA HABRA: Dental assistantreceptlonlst needed_________
NORCO: Dental assistant desired
UTAH
MOAB: Opportunity for dental
assistant

Service
MANITOBA
THOMPSON: Practice ilocated in Medical Clinic
LOUISIANA
PLAIN DEALING: New $40,0»]
medical clinic ready for use.
ication of building is dependent]
on plans for physician to come to
community. Have had five doc
tors, today have none
MICHIGAN
BAD AXE. Associate desired li
small community
PETOSKEY: Opening on Lockwood General Hospital staff
MISSOURI
LEBANON: Replacement for re
tired physician
MONTANA

SHELBY: City is very much IB
need of a physician
NEW YORK
CORTLAND:
Adventist group
seeking another to join them
OHIO
NAPOLEON: Shortage of medi
cal services in Napoleon and small
towns
surrounding shortage
created by need for some medical
personnel to retire_______
WAUSEON AND FULTOH
COUNTIES: Several towns
counties with good locations. 1
farming communities
OREGON
ROSEBURG: Three suites avail
able in medical-dental building.
Ideal for group, some specialists
SASKATCHEWAN
EARLY GREY: Community re
quires the services of a general
practitioner "to. fill vacancy
SEMANS:
Wish physician as]
soon as possible____
WASHINGTON
VANCOUVER:
Busy
practice for physician and
geon. Replacement for
physician

Physicians, Locum Tenens

CALIFORNIA
CHICO: Radiologist for six weeks
beginning in June.
SAN BERNARDINO: Immediate
need for Indefinite period
OREGON
ROSEBURG: Immediate need and
for indefinite period
SASKATCHEWAN
SASKATCHEWAN PARKLAND: '»
For months of June and July
Ic

Dentists, General Practice

Physicians, Specialists

CALIFORNIA

ANESTHESIOLOGIST:
Needed
at the Hinsdale Sanitarium
INTERNIST: Sterling, Colorado.
Immediate need. Facilities await
ing specialist
INTERNIST:
Cortland, New
York. To join Adventist medical
group
INTERNIST: Regina, Saskatche
wan. To join large group
Coldwater,
Michigan. Replacement for city's
only specialist
OPHTHALMOLOGIST: Roseburg,
Oregon. For sale. Growing prac
tice. Also suitable for EENT
man. In western Oregon, mild
climate, excellent recreational tacillties
ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON: Ster
ling, Colorado. Immediate need.
Facilities awaiting specialist
ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON: Niles,
Michigan. Specialist needed In
city of 13,782 with estimated
60,000 drawing population
RADIOLOGIST: Chico, Califor
nia. Associate desired for Ad
ventist radiologist
SPECIALISTS: Upland, California. New medical-dental building
soon to be completed
SPECIALISTS: Roseburg, Ore
gon. Medical clinic building hav
ing minor surgery room, x-ray,
and lab, baby rooms, physical
therapy treatment rooms, avail
able for sale or rent
SPECIALISTS:
(Others than
gynecology-obstetrics) La Sierra,
California. Urgent need
SURGEON: Petoskey. Michigan.
Staff position in Lockwood Gen
eral Hospital
LROLOGiST: Niles, Michigan. Spe
cialist needed in city of 13,782
with estimated 60.000 drawing
population

EL MONTE: Dental suite available___________________
SAN BERNARDINO: Immediate
opening for full-time dentist at
San Bernardino Children's Dental
Health Center____________
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: Re
placement needed. Established
practice________________
UPLAND: New medical building
available in six months in ideal
location________________
VAN NUYS: Medical building
available________________
COLORADO
CORTEZ: Loss of two dentists
creates urgent need________
DENVER: Established practice.
Near Porter Memorial Hospital
MICHIGAN
BENTON HARBOR: Opportunity
to take over practice of deceased
doctor of dentistry_________
EVART: Practice of established
dentist for sale___________
NORTH BRANCH: Community
of 5,000 seeks dentist. Have only
one dentist______________
OHIO
LOUISVILLE: Replacement for
deceased dentist

Nurses
CALIFORNIA
CRESCENT CITY:

School nurse

Physical Therapists
CALIFORNIA

STOCKTON:
University of
ical education
NEW YORK
KINGSTON:
Hospital

Position open in
the Pacific. Phys
background needed
At the Benedictine

Physicians, General Practice
ARIZONA

BISBEE: Chamber of Commerce
seeking GP______________
ARKANSAS

JERUSALEM: Community will
help build clinic for physician
where there is no medical service.
Adventist sought___________
BRITISH COLUMBIA
SIDNEY: Adventist replacement
sought for one of the staff of the
denominationally-owned
Rest
Haven Hospital___________
CALIFORNIA

LA SIERRA: Urgent need for
physician
___ __
HANFORD: Replacement needed
for physician going into overseas
service____ ___ ____
BORREGO SPRINGS: Has need
for physician. Guaranteed salary
COLORADO
BOULDER: Group seeking another physician___________
COLORADO SPRINGS: Fastest
growing city of nation. Advent
ist GP asks for another to asso
ciate or solo. Excellent practice
for sale________________
GEORGIA
CLEVELAND: Replacement for
GP under overseas appointment

Secretaries
CALIFORNIA
SAN BERNARDINO: Full-time
secretary in physician's office

Personnel Seeking Positions
Physicians, Locum Tenens
1. Available in middle Septem
ber, continuing for five months

Physicians, Specialists
1. Psychiatrist-Internist. Inter
ested in position In the bigh des
ert

Secretaries
1. Receptionist-medical assistant
available for the Westminster
area._________________
&Wishes position in Loma Linda for the summer

Medical Technologists
1. Seeks position for summer in
the trl-clty area__________
2. Seeks position for summer In
the trl-city area
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